
http://denvermodernism.com/   Product show coming up in Dever this summer

Sketching
Color
Anthropomorphic Effects
Blog: Timeline for finishing

Sketching ellipses. Horizontal circle seen in perspective. Draw 20 in your sketchbook now, quick as 
you can. Is there a pattern to your asymmetry you can correct?

Today:

Doodling homework for this week. Sketch ellipses whenever you get a chance. Try to correct your 
common errors. Maybe draw on a template for practice?

23 Color and Anthropomorphic Effects
Saturday, February 20, 2016 10:51 PM
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Color

Digital, photoshop
Pantone https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantone

Nomenclature

Additive/subtractive physics
Other aesthetics of color
Texts
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Girl-Boy Pink-Blue preferences are from cultural training. 
Pink used to be boy color; from diluted blood (red was 
male color)
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Color Nomenclature
Range of colors that can be produced by a technology = gamut
Matching across devices, technologies = color management
From Photoshop:
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4 color spaces

Pantone https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantone
Another color nomenclature and color management system. Common in design world. 

Color of the Year
Since 2000,[18] the Pantone Color Institute declares a particular color "Color of the Year". 
Twice a year the company hosts, in a European capital, a secret meeting of representatives 
from various nations' color standards groups. After two days of presentations and debate, 
they choose a color for the following year; for example, the color for summer 2013 was 
chosen in London in the spring of 2012.[19] The color purportedly connects with the 
zeitgeist; for example, the press release declaring Honeysuckle the color of 2011 said "In 
times of stress, we need something to lift our spirits. Honeysuckle is a captivating, 
stimulating color that gets the adrenaline going – perfect to ward off the blues."[20] The 
results of the meeting are published in Pantone View ($750), which fashion designers, 
florists, and many other consumer-oriented companies purchase to help guide their designs 
and planning for future products.

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantone#Pantone_Goe_System> 

http://colorizer.org/
Shows conversion between many color spaces. Also shows complementary, triad, square etc. pairings

Another site for choosing palettes, from Olivia: https://coolors.co/
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Additive/subtractive color
Additive color = light. 

By SharkD at English Wikipedia Later versions were uploaded by Jacobolus at en.wikipedia. - Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons., Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2529435

Subtractive color = surfaces; dyes, pigments, inks. All wavelengths are absorbed except the scattered 
ones.

By SharkD at English Wikipedia Later version uploaded by Jacobolus, Dacium at en.wikipedia. - Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons., Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3791468

Perception of Color

Classic text: 
Albers, Josef, and Nicholas Fox Weber. Interaction of Color: 50th Anniversary Edition. -50th Anniversary 
ed. edition. New Haven Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2013. First edition 1963. $12 paperback

Much has been learned about the physiology of vision; active area of research.
Recommended: Livingstone, Margaret, and David Hubel. Vision and Art: The Biology of Seeing. Reprint 
edition. Abrams, 2008. $20 paperback.
Topics: 
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The eye and color vision
Luminance and night vision
Neural processing of color information
Acuity and spatial resolution
From 3-D to 2-D: Perspective, Shading and Chiaroscuro, Stereopsis
Illusions of motion
Color mixing and color resolution
Digital color

Topics: 

Remember the blue/gold dress?
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/02/28/science/white-or-blue-dress.html?_r=0

Color perception is HIGHLY VARIABLE among humans

Color illusions: http://www.archimedes-lab.org/color_optical_illusions.html

Tiles a, b and c are identical

Are there universal color preferences/responses?
UPD says yes, Black, White and Red Effects. Some references are provided in text, but admittedly few.

Other recent psychology studies say no:

Abstract
"Human aesthetic preference in the visual domain is reviewed from
definitional, methodological, empirical, and theoretical perspectives.
Aesthetic science is distinguished from the perception of art and from
philosophical treatments of aesthetics. The strengths and weaknesses of
important behavioral techniques are presented and discussed, including
two-alternative forced-choice, rank order, subjective rating, production/
adjustment, indirect, and other tasks. Major findings are reviewed
about preferences for colors (single colors, color combinations, and
color harmony), spatial structure (low-level spatial properties, shape
properties, and spatial composition within a frame), and individual differences
in both color and spatial structure. Major theoretical accounts
of aesthetic response are outlined and evaluated, including explanations
in terms of mere exposure effects, arousal dynamics, categorical prototypes,
ecological factors, perceptual and conceptual fluency, and the
interaction of multiple components. The results of the review support
the conclusion that aesthetic response can be studied rigorously and
meaningfully within the framework of scientific psychology."

Palmer, Stephen E, Karen B Schloss, and Jonathan Sammartino. “Visual Aesthetics and Human 
Preference.” Annual Review of Psychology 64 (January 3, 2013): 77–107. doi:10.1146/annurev-
psych-120710-100504.
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meaningfully within the framework of scientific psychology."

Summary
Aesthetic response can be + or -
Art is more than just aesthetic response; cultural, social etc.
Art vs aesthetics: "Perhaps the most straightforward difference
is that significant aesthetic experiences can (and
do) occur anywhere in response to seeing any
sort of object, scene, or event, whereas art is
limited to the subset of human artifacts intended
to be viewed as art, whether in a museum,
a gallery, or one’s own living room"
No universal positive response to any specific thing.

Back to UPD: Aesthetics do matter:
20 Aesthetic-Usability Effect http://www.lynda.com/Higher-Education-tutorials/Aesthetic-usability-
effect/193717/436485-4.html

26 Anthropomorphic Form
34 Baby-Face Bias (video)
242 Uncanny Valley
240 Top-Down Lighting Bias (video)

Anthropomorphic Aesthetics
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"Mae West"

Mary Jane "Mae" West (August 17, 1893 –
November 22, 1980) was an American 
actress, singer, playwright, screenwriter, 
and sex symbol. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mae_West

Adiri Natural Nurser. Designed by Whipsaw 
Inc
http://www.yankodesign.com/2008/12/04/
better-bottle-for-baby-adiri-natural-nurser-
review/
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